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the most astonishing feats in the records of war. Again,
when a fleet was frozen up in the Zuider Zee, Don
Frederic attacked it on the ice; and, when the Hollander
arquebusiers advanced to the charge on skates, Alva
ordered 7000 pairs of skates and taught his men to use
them in battle.
Between Amsterdam and the ocean lay the rich and
noble city of Haarlem, almost surrounded by shallow
lakes, and connected with its neighbours by causeways,
which were pierced by an intricate system of sluice-gates.
Don Frederic opened the siege with a magnificent army,
said to amount to 30,000 men, with whom he at once
attempted to storm the city. How he was driven back
by a furious rally of the whole population, how assault
after assault was defeated, how his mines were met by
counter-mines, and the breaches in the wall made by
Spanish cannon were countered by new walls raised
inside, how every device of the engineer's art was baffled
by the ingenuity of the defence, how the valour of the
Spanish veterans was kept at bay by the heroism of men,
women, and children in the town, how a regular corps
of 300 fighting women shared in the hand-to-hand
grapple of sortie and assault, how the relieving parties
sent by the Prince to succour the city both by sea and
land were cut to pieces by the solid investing army, how
after seven months of terrific sufferings the city was
starved into surrender, how Alva celebrated its capture
by a new general massacre,—all this fills some of the
most thrilling pages of history, but it cannot be re-
hearsed at large in this brief record of the Prince's life.
•'During the seven months of this tremendous siege
(10th December 1572 to 12th July 1573) William was

